Physics education research has been revealed that scientific reasoning was a hidden variable which influences student's conceptual understanding in physics. A student who has good understanding is characterized by their scientific consistency and representational consistency. Hence, this study was conducted to investigate particularly the relation between the prospective physics teacher's conceptual understanding, scientific consistency, representational consistency and scientific reasoning, as well as a depiction of each variable, in the learning of force concept. Representational Variant of Force Concept Inventory (R-FCI) was used to collect consistency data and Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning was used for scientific reasoning data. The correlation between assessed variables was analized by using the Spearman rank correlation. The participant was 29 first-year prospective physics teachers who attended for introductory physics courses in 2015 at Indonesia University of Education. The findings showed that none prospective physics teacher is formal reasoner, while respectively 31% concrete reasoner, 45% early transitional reasoner and 24% late transitional reasoner. As for the scientific consistency and representational consistency, both of them can be classified as either moderately consistent or inconsistent, with none consistent. The correlation coefficient between prospective physics teacher's scientific reasoning and both consistency was 0.48 for scientific consistency and 0.39 for representational consistency, while the correlation between their scientific reasoning and conceptual understanding of the force concept was 0.49. Through this investigation we provide useful information to consider scientific reasoning which influences the student's conceptual understanding and both consistency in the learning of the force concept in the physics classroom at high or middle school.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conceptual understanding is the most concern in physics education research. A large body of research focuses on aspects of students' understanding, including the influencing factors. The researchers found among these factors are the scientific reasoning and representational consistency [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Scientific reasoning becomes a hidden variable that influences students' understanding [1] . Researchers showed a significant correlation between the single student normalized Force Concept Inventory (FCI) gain and students' scientific reasoning prescore at several universities in the U.S. [1] [2] [3] .
Scientific reasoning then becomes important to identify at the beginning of the instruction, as well as with the representational consistency.
Nieminen reported that the representational consistency is positively correlated with students' improved understanding scores of the force concept [5] . Representational consistency is one indicator of a student already has a good understanding, while another indicator is scientific consistency. A student who has a good conceptual understanding can be marked on their ability to solve problems even though the context and the representation are different [6] .
Previous research has indeed been reported that scientific reasoning [1] [2] [3] [4] and representational consistency [5] are factors that affect students' understanding, but these reports have not provided a comprehensive explanation of how the relationship between the two factors. The existing report like Nieminens' report [5] is limited in that it only provides the correlation coefficient between the reasoning and representational consistency prescores associated with an explanation of the correlation of each factor with single student normalized FCI gain. It does not provide an explanation of how both factors correlate each other, as well as how scientific reasoning correlate with scientific consistency and students' understanding which measured using R-FCI. This deficiency led us to conduct an investigation, which aims to examine the relation between students' scientific reasoning and the representational consistency to confirm earlier findings [5] , as well as providing a theoretical explanation of the relation between both assessed variables. We want to see if the results of this study also provide the same results with the previous study for the education setting in Indonesia.
Our second aim was to investigate the relations between the students' conceptual understanding which measured by using R-FCI and scientific reasoning, as well as also the relation between students' scientific consistency and scientific reasoning. We want to clarify whether or not the student conceptual understanding is correlated with scientific reasoning when the understanding measured using the R-FCI test to replace FCI test. As Nieminen argued that R-FCI has been representative and can be used to measure students' understanding of the concept of force [7] . In this study, we administer the test at the end of the instruction as well as to reveal the students' scientific reasoning and consistency profiles and how they correlate each other, not to reveal the extent to the which it evolved as an impact of learning pedagogy.
Representational consistency is defined as the ability to solve isomorphic problem, i.e. which has same context, but with different representations, consistently even though it is incorrect scientifically, while if solving isomorphic problem consistently and scientifically correct, it is called the scientific consistency. Both types of consistency relate to the ability to use multiple-representation, but though the ability to interpret multiple-representations is required, but it is not sufficient to understand the concept of physics correctly [7] .
Students who have a good conceptual understanding will also demonstrate a good consistency. Constructing a good understanding requires the ability to establish logical relations between scientific facts and prior conception by using representations and this ability named as scientific reasoning [8] . Therefore, it is reasonable to say that scientific reasoning seems to have a correlation with consistency, either with scientific consistency or representational consistency.
Reasoning ability is very essential in scientific thinking. Lawson [9] defines the scientific reasoning ability as the ability to use the thinking patterns, such as combinatorial (F1), identification and control of variables (F2), proportional (F3), probabilistic (F4), correlational (F5), and hypotheticaldeductive (F6). Those thinking patterns included in the formal thinking patterns, while for concrete thinking patterns consist of class inclusion (C1), conservation (C2) and serial ordering (C3). The identification of the student reasoning pattern is very useful to know the students who experienced difficulty in understanding the concept and assess how effective of learning that has been done in class [3] .
Scientific reasoning closely related to the intellectual development theory proposed by Piaget. Based on Piaget's theory, Lawson [10] divides the students into three categories thinkers, are concrete thinkers (empirical-inductive thinking), transitional thinker (towards formal), and formal thinker (hypothetical-deductive thinking). Students who are concrete thinkers have not been able to think proportional logically, so that such students should learn by interacting directly with the material being studied. Concrete thinker must struggle if they had a problem out of context and feel so difficulty with abstract concepts and hypothetical tasks. While students who are formal thinker had been able to think abstractly in the form, "if ..., then ..., so ...," or propositional logic, reasoning logically, draw conclusions from the information provided, and use the appropriate logic to the hypothetical situation in diverse contexts [11] . Finally, transitional thinkers only able to complete hypothetical tasks in some contexts.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
This study investigated the variables include: scientific reasoning, representational consistency, scientific consistency and conceptual understanding. Participants involved are 29 prospective physics teacher student who took an introductory physics course in the second semester of the first year 2015. The scientific reasoning is measured using a modified version of the Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning (LCTSR) [12] , while three other variables using Representational Variant of the Force Concept Inventory (R-FCI) [7] . Both tests are given at the end of instruction after participants learned about the concept of force.
Consistency scores were analyzed by the rules set by Nieminen et. al. [7] and is divided into three categories, namely consistent, moderately consistent and inconsistent. Conceptual understanding scored by the binary scoring method, a score of 1 if the question is answered correctly and a score of 0 if any, for 27 R-FCI items. Based on LCTSR scores obtained, students are categorized into four categories reasoner, the concrete reasoner, early transitional reasoner, late transitional reasoner and formal reasoner.
All collected data were analyzed to determine the percentage of students in each category and the correlation between assessed variables. The statistics are used to calculate the correlation between variables is the Spearman rank correlation because of the variables involved are not normally distributed. Table 1 shows the percentage of prospective physics teacher student in each consistency and scientific reasoning category. None of the students who are in the category of formal reasoner and scientifically consistent. Only one person showed consistently in representational consistency. All of them can be classified as either concrete or transitional reasoner for scientific reasoning test and as either moderately consistent or inconsistent for scientific consistency test.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of the students percentage in each category for scientific and representational consistency suggests that even half the students demonstrated moderately consistent on representational consistency, but almost entirely inconsistent on scientific consistency. That means students have more difficulty in scientific concepts in question, not on the representation used. This indication was strengthened by the low average score of students' conceptual understanding, i.e. 17 out of 100.
Four central concepts in the R-FCI is a theoretical content, abstract and conceptual knowledge. Difficulties encountered by students seem to be in line with the level of their intellectual development. Nearly one-third and half of the students is a concrete and early transitional thinker, respectively. Students who have concrete reasoning pattern characterized by:
(1) searches for and identifies some variables influencing a phenomenon, but does so unsystematically; (2) makes observations and draws inferences from them, but in causal contexts does not initiate reasoning with the hypotheticalthe possible (i.e., does not use if/and/then reasoning to test causal hypotheses); (3) responds to difficult problems by applying a related but not necessarily correct rule;and (4) processes information but is not aware of his/her own reasoning (e.g., does not check his/her own conclusions against the given data or other experience; is not reflective; does not think about his/her thinking) [10, 13] . Table 1 shows characteristic of reasoning patterns which is demonstrated by students may also explain the reason for the low students' conceptual understanding score. Students do not understand well the concept of force, even after the instruction. This also becomes an indication that the instruction has not fully and explicitly taught scientific reasoning, and the learning most likely makes student memorizes problem solving algorithms by carrying out meaningless tasks or quantitative tasks only [15, 16] . Fig. 1 shows the student averages for reasoning pattern assessed by the Lawson test. Student demonstrated significant difficulty with identification and control of variables, correlational thinking, probabilistic thinking and hypotheticodeductive reasoning. The depiction of those reasoning patterns assessed is increasingly showing the characteristic of a concrete reasoner who uses well reasoning pattern, such as conservation (C2), while the reasoning pattern F1-F6 are either not used, or used only partially, unsystematically, and only in familiar context [13, 14] . It is important to the attention of teachers, specifically for middle and high school teacher, to identify student's scientific reasoning before instruction. In addition, identifying students' reasoning patterns is very helpful to diagnose the students who experienced more difficulty in understanding the concept, as well as a good indicator of how effective the learning that has been done in class [3] .
Teachers sometimes implicitly teach scientific reasoning to students through qualitative questions and tasks, but students need to be practiced explicitly in order to become their major concern and are always accustomed in every science learning. Moreover, scientific reasoning is essential and indispensable in scientific thinking. Fig. 2 shows Spearman's rank correlation between students' scientific reasoning (L post ) and three posttest variables for 29 students: conceptual understanding (R-FCI post ), scientific consistency (SC post ) and representational consistency (RC post ). All correlations are statistically significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). The existing significant correlation between L post dan RC post (ρ=+0.39 with p=0.05) has answered our first research question, as well as confirming the earlier research finding that used scientific reasoning and representational consistency prescore on the analysis (ρ=+0.45 with p<0.001) [5] .
As for our second research question is answered by the correlation coefficient between Lpost and SCpost, and between Lpost and R-FCIpost. Both are larger than those between Lpost and RCpost. Theoretically, it is in line with the explanation that in constructing a good understanding, we need scientific reasoning as an ability to develop logical relation among scientific evidence or phenomena with our prior conception by utilizing the representations [8] . This finding was also automatically supported by the depiction of student's R-FCI, RC, SC and L scores in the previous explanation. The student demonstrates moderately consistency for RC and almost all of them are inconsistent for SC, as well as they are also classified as concrete reasoner and early transitional reasoner.
Theoretically, the important characteristics of concrete reasoning is they need reference to familiar objects and descriptive properties, so that their reasoning tends to be initiated through observation [10, 13, 14] . In the context of R-FCI test which was designed as isomorphic test that presents a conceptual question of the specific concept into four different representations, student who has concrete reasoning may not be familiar with the representation in this isomorphic test. In addition, concrete reasoner also demonstrates inconsistencies among the various statements they make [10, 13, 14] . This theoretical explanation is evidenced by students' consistency and reasoning scores. Therefore, these findings clearly show that there is a close relationship between consistency and scientific reasoning. In Fig. 2 , the relation between between RCpost and SCpost shows a strong correlation, but it does not mean a causal relationship in which a student who gets a high RC score will also show the high SC score. Because the ability to interpret is necessary to understand the concept, but not enough to understand the concept of physics correctly. In other words, mastering the multiple-representation does not guarantee having the correct understanding of physics concept, even though the representational ability is a prerequisite for it [7] . This explanation is also appropriate explaining the relationship between RCpost and R-FCIpost. While the relationship between the SCpost and R-FCIpost which shows a very strong correlation coefficient certainly support the notion that someone with a good understanding must be able to solve problems in different contexts and representations [6] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have found that the correlation between student's scientific reasoning and three assessed variables: conceptual understanding of force concept, representational consistency and scientific consistency, are statistically significant. It also confirms the earlier findings of the relation between scientific reasoning and representational consistency, as well as revealing the strong correlation between scientific reasoning and scientific consistency. Despite the scientific reasoning and representational consistency influences student's performance in learning, but both have also strong correlation in which scientific reasoning is required as an underlying skill to master the consistency. Hence, it is necessary to make reasoning explicit in the instruction.
Overall, the student demonstrates either moderately consistent or inconsistency level for both consistency, while nearly half and third of the student are respectively early transitional reasoned and concrete reasoned. Student encountered the conceptual difficulty, specifically with theoretical content, which result in low conceptual understanding of the force concept and scientific consistency. Therefore, identify the students' scientific reasoning and representational consistency is required at the beginning of instruction or semester because it is useful to reveal student who has more difficulty in learning and may provide the information to develop appropriate method which overcome the pedagogical issues.
